
Journey - Explore More

Maybe read half early in the day and the other half late.  What verse will you memorize to prompt your

prayer??  Find one verse to memorize, speak it two or three times, sit quietly, and then let prayer begin

in the Holy Breath of the Spirit!

Scanning the neighborhood

Isaiah 55.1-2—People are spending everything for food that satisfies nothing.       

Ezek 22.29-30—People deny justice to the poor, needy, aliens

God looked with longing for ones who will stand in the gap on behalf of the land, ones who

would cry out Thy Will be done, but could find no one.

John 6.38-40—So God came to stand in the gap himself.  Jesus stood in the gap, doing the

Father’s will, giving real life, eternal!

Where are you asking that very question, and feeling the tension?

When you hear the Spirit’s voice prompting you to stand in the gap with Jesus…who and what

does He draw to your mind for prayer?  Government, social media, pandemic, family dynamics? 

This is what H.O.P.E. homes do…stand in the gap through prayer for these people.  Until we see

Jesus lifted up!

Q: Think for a bit:  What do you believe is worth fighting for…dying for…LIVING for??

THY WILL BE DONE is a Spirit-born cry to do all three.

We are craving for “normal,” but do we REALLY want normal?  What if “normal” is noxious, toxic? 

God poured out—and IS POURING OUT—His heart through the prophets…
     

Notice the saving pathway Jesus walked to prepare this huge Gift for us:  Hebrews 5.7-9  (it really

happened                            Mark 14.32-42)

So, now we’re prompted in this prayer to see ourselves, our community and world honestly.  Our

hard hearts melt, shaped into the image of Jesus.  The prayer of Isaiah 64.6-9 gives voice to our

hearts!  We are the clay in the Potter’s hand.  

But—what happens when we pray, and it appears to do no good?  Evil continues?  Hebrews 2.8-9

helps.  We don’t yet see everything under Jesus’ hand, but we see Jesus glorified and so know what

is yet to come!

POWER to stand in the gap—Daily Time Out.  PSALM 40.


